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HOW WE GOT HERE
At Communities Foundation of Texas, our mission is to partner with innovators, scientists, and
entrepreneurs to confront complex social problems. Over the past year, more than twenty groups
have come to the foundation seeking grants from the W.W. Caruth Jr. Fund to launch projects related
to healthy food access in the Southern Sector. The variety of proposals made it clear that, although
we have a common understanding of the problem, we have not aligned around a coordinated set of
solutions. That is no surprise or criticism. The geography is vast, and the challenge is at the system
level.
We began our internal discovery by creating a conceptual framework to describe the food
ecosystem (see graphic below). We then reached out to Dr. Froswa’ Booker-Drew at the State Fair, an
expert in group facilitation who has worked alongside community groups on food security,
transportation, and other key issues, to facilitate a convening of organizations, and asked the team
at buildingcommunityWORKSHOP to build an asset map to ground the discussion in data. Our
goals for the convening were clear – 1) increase collective awareness of organizations and initiatives
working in this space, 2) discuss gaps and opportunities, and 3) start to imagine collaborative
projects that could be launched with Caruth funding.
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HOW WE GOT HERE
From that convening, five potential design projects were identified using the different stages of the
healthy food access system:
LEVERAGING NON-TRADITIONAL DISTRIBUTION SITES

What are the current shopping and and eating trends among
Dallas' residents? What is available to residents?
CONNECTING ASSETS & SOLVING LOGISTICS CHALLENGES

How can we engage community leaders and corporations to
create dynamic solutions?
CREATING NEW RETAIL SOLUTIONS

How do grocery stores compare to corner stores? How can
access to healthy food be increased and improved?

MAKING HEALTHY FOOD DELICIOUS & APPEALING

What is currently working in Dallas and other communities?
How can we use that information?

ADVOCACY & IMPACT

How do we work from the bottom up to create access in the
communities of Dallas?

After the convening, we followed up with Heather Lepeska (Business Development Manager, City
of Dallas Office of Economic Development) and Laila Alequresh (Chief Innovation Officer, City
of Dallas) to learn more about the funding the City had just awarded through the Healthy Food
Dallas Initiative’s Community-Based Solutions Program, along with their plans to distribute
additional funds in the Fall. It became clear that we are working toward the same goals and should
not duplicate effort or make grantees apply twice. We agreed on an integrated strategy that will
merge our funding and timelines, and leverage a new innovation crowd-sourcing tool that the
City’s Innovation Office is piloting to gather food solution ideas directly from the community.
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OPPORTUNITY OVERVIEW

What is Food Equity? Food equity is the understanding that not everyone has access to healthy food.
Locally, this is illustrated by that fact that 20% of Dallas County is classified as a food desert, meaning
residents have no access to fresh produce within one mile of where they live. Food deserts are
concentrated in low to moderate income areas that are predominantly Black and Brown neighborhoods
like those surrounding the State Fair grounds. Given the impact of nutrition on well-being and economic
participation, we see this as a challenge that effects health, education, community development and
equity, making Food Equity an important issue to address.
The convening at Fair Park provided a chance for us to work together and identify our collective
strengths and potential opportunities towards remedying this issue. Our passion, subject matter
expertise, and desire for collaboration make it seem possible that we can make progress towards solving
the food access problem. Building from the intentionality of the convening, we can define common
goals and resources, and move towards community-based solutions and action.
We are seeking creative ideas to increase access to local, nutritious, affordable food options for all! In
addition to grocery stores, we are interested in exploring ideas and projects that result in better food
access, healthier food choices, more locally grown food, and a reduction in food waste.
HEALTHY FOOD ACCESS INITIATIVE TIMELINE*

Form Design
Teams

Design Ideation
Challenge

Crowd-source
Ideas

Develop a
Proposal

Proposal Review &
Decisionmaking

Share
Results

July-Aug.

Aug.-Sep.

Oct.

Oct.-Jan.

Jan.-Feb.

Feb.-March

Teams will meet several times between now and March 2020 to coalesce resources, sift through
the ideas related to their design topic as submitted by the innovation crowdsourcing tool, and design
a project that addresses healthy food access in the southern sector of Dallas. Submitted proposals will
then be reviewed by a panel of judges to be considered for funding through the initiative.
Specific details regarding the review and selection process will be provided at a later date. However,
judges will consider each proposal's inclusion and use of: data, community engagement, systems-level
perspectives, and resources identified during the workshop (e.g. land, workforce solutions, churches,
and the asset map).
*An expanded version of the timeline is available at the end of this document.
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TEAMS, COORDINATORS, AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Breaking down silos, each of the design teams will consist of multiple organizations. By coming
together and broadening our knowledge, skills, and resources, we put ourselves in the best position
to actually make an impact on addressing healthy food access.
The key expectations of the design teams include:
Submit ideas and vote for other ideas on the crowdsourcing platform
Encourage your network and community to also submit ideas and vote
Receive the input from the platform related to your design topic
Use data as provided by bcWORKSHOP to decide on a project
Design a project with your team
Submit final proposed project for funding review
Each design team will be coordinated by their nominated lead(s). Please note that there may
individuals who have signed up for multiple teams. It will be up to those individuals to either attend all
of the meetings each of the design teams schedule, or to let one of the coordinators know that they
will not be attending or participating. There may also be others who decide to join teams later on in
the process.
The designated leads will be the points of contact and facilitators for the meetings and
project design. Coordinators (highlighted in the following directories) are responsible for:
Coordinating and scheduling team meetings
Checking in with the Caruth team as questions and/or problems arise
Keeping track of attendance and participation
Doing the difficult work of keeping the issue and systems-view of the project above and before
any personal or individual organization goals
Design teams will also be supported by a facilitator, helping members build and refine their proposals.
The facilitator will:
Interact with the team coordinator to confirm meetings, agendas, and deliverables needed
Lead the group through a series of design based exercises
Offer technical support to design teams
Communities Foundation of Texas
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DESIGN TEAMS DIRECTORY
LEVERAGING NON-TRADITIONAL DISTRIBUTION SITES
Casey Cutler

Good Local Markets

casey@goodlocalmarkets.org

(781) 223-0655

Jenny Eyer

CHILDREN AT RISK

jeyer@childrenatrisk.org

(214) 599-0072

Dr. Valerie Hawthorne

North Texas Food Bank

valerie.hawthorne@ntfb.org

(832) 851-0303

*Jesse Herrera

Urban Theory

jesse.herrera@utheory.net

(817) 239-9561

Owen Lynch

Restorative Farms

olynch@smu.edu

(214) 673-4362

John Murray
or NTFB representative

North Texas Food Bank

johnm@ntfb.org

(972) 891-1043

Katie Peters

Crossroads Community
Services

kpeters@ccsdallas.org

(214) 560-2511
ext. 202

Ashley Postell-Wilson

CitySquare

awilson@citysquare.org

(214) 303-2166

*Denotes Design Team Lead(s)
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DESIGN TEAMS DIRECTORY
CONNECTING ASSETS & SOLVING LOGISTICS CHALLENGES
Sara Albert

Dallas Coalition for
Hunger Solutions

sara.albert55@gmail.com

Mary Ayeni

University of North
Texas at Dallas

Maryayeni@untdallas.edu

Jerry Brown

Southern Dallas
Progress CDC

Jerry.brownjr79@gmail.com

(504) 638-1684

Robert Curry

City of Dallas
Urban Agriculture

robert.curry@dallascityhall.com

(214) 670-1196

Casey Cutler

Good Local Markets

casey@goodlocalmarkets.org

(781) 223-0655

*Dr. Doric Earle

Forward Planning,
SMU, DUF

doric@forwardplanning.biz

(214) 502-6472

Wyonella HendersonGreene

Texas Hunger Initiative

wwyonella_henderson-greene@baylor.edu (214) 951-7780

Owen Lynch

Restorative Farms

olynch@smu.edu

(214) 673-4362

Stephanie Mace

United Way
of Metropolitan Dallas

smace@unitedwaydallas.org

(214) 978-0034

Ife Okwumabua

ife@construct.io

Katie Peters

Crossroads Community kpeters@ccsdallas.org
Services

(214) 560-2511
ext. 202

Ashley Postell-Wilson

CitySquare

awilson@citysquare.org

(214) 303-2166

*Kelly Therese Varga

University of North
Texas at Dallas

kelly.varga@untdallas.edu

(972) 338-1529

Christian S. Watkins

cswatkins@smu.edu

(972) 989-9659

NTFB representative
North Texas Food Bank
(Valerie Hawthorn)
*Denotes Design Team Lead(s)

valerie.hawthorne@ntfb.org

(832) 851-0303
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DESIGN TEAMS DIRECTORY
CREATING NEW RETAIL SOLUTIONS
Dr. James Agbodzakey

Urban SERCH Institute james.agbodzakey@untdallas.edu
UNT Dallas

(972) 338-1590

*Jerry Brown

Southern Dallas
Progress CDC

Jerry.brownjr79@gmail.com

(504) 638-1684

Candace Chandra

Food Forest Fund

fooddiplomacy@yahoo.com

(512) 785-6346

Mike Davidow

Wholesome Wave

mike@wholesomewave.org

(203) 979-3331

Dr. Doric Earle

Forward Planning,
SMU, DUF

doric@forwardplanning.biz

(214) 502-6472

Felicia Frazier

The Chocolate MINT
Foundation

felicia.frazier@thechocolatemint.org

(972) 224-7200

Wyonella HendersonGreene

Texas Hunger Initiative

wwyonella_henderson-greene@baylor.edu (214) 951-7780

Jesse Herrera

Urban Theory

jesse.herrera@utheory.net

(817) 239-9561

Kimberly High

Paul Quinn College

khigh@pqc.edu

(214) 690-3198

Dorothy Hopkins

Frazier Revitalization

dhopkins@frazierdallas.org

(214) 893-0595

Ashley Postell-Wilson

CitySquare

awilson@citysquare.org

(214) 303-2166

*Tamela Thornton

E Smith Communities

tthornton@esmithlegacy.com

(972) 571-1847

cswatkins@smu.edu

(972) 989-9659

nywilliams@pqc.edu

(214) 690-3198

Christian S. Watkins
Natalie Williams

Paul Quinn College

NTFB representative
(Valerie Hawthorn)

North Texas Food Bank valerie.hawthorne@ntfb.org

(832) 851-0303

*Denotes Design Team Lead(s)
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DESIGN TEAMS DIRECTORY
MAKING HEALTHY FOOD DELICIOUS & APPEALING
Joetta Black

Parkland

joetta.black@phhs.org

(214) 400-8297

Robert Curry

City of Dallas
Urban Agriculture

robert.curry@dallascityhall.com

(214) 670-1196

*Casey Cutler

Good Local Markets

casey@goodlocalmarkets.org

(781) 223-0655

Felicia Frazier

The Chocolate MINT
Foundation

felicia.frazier@thechocolatemint.org

(972) 224-7200

NTFB representative
(Valerie Hawthorn)

North Texas Food Bank valerie.hawthorne@ntfb.org

(832) 851-0303

*Denotes Design Team Lead(s)
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DESIGN TEAMS DIRECTORY
ADVOCACY & IMPACT
Sara Albert

Dallas Coalition for
Hunger Solutions

sara.albert55@gmail.com

Mary Ayeni

University of North
Texas at Dallas

Maryayeni@untdallas.edu

Candy Bradshaw

Harmony CDC

cbradshaw@harmonycdc.org

(214) 467-6798

Robert Curry

City of Dallas
Urban Agriculture

robert.curry@dallascityhall.com

(214) 670-1196

Temeckia Derrough

Joppa Freedman Town
Association

jftsdallas@gmail.com

(214) 694-3730

Jenny Eyer

CHILDREN AT RISK

jeyer@childrenatrisk.org

*Dr. Valerie Hawthorne

North Texas Food Bank valerie.hawthorne@ntfb.org

(832) 851-0303

Stephanie Mace

United Way
of Metropolitan Dallas

smace@unitedwaydallas.org

(214) 978-0034

*James McGee

Southern Dallas
Progress CDC

jmcgee@southerndallasprogress.com

(469) 371-5487

Ashley Postell-Wilson

CitySquare

awilson@citysquare.org

(214) 303-2166

Kelly Therese Varga

University of North
Texas at Dallas

kelly.varga@untdallas.edu

(972) 338-1529

Natalie Williams

Paul Quinn College

nywilliams@pqc.edu

(214) 690-3198

NTFB representative
(Valerie Hawthorn)

North Texas Food Bank valerie.hawthorne@ntfb.org

(214) 599-0072

(832) 851-0303

*Denotes Design Team Lead(s)
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HEALTHY FOOD ASSET MAP
The purpose of this webmap is to visualize existing assets in the Southern Dallas healthy food
ecosystem, inspire questions about creating new sites for accessing healthy food, and identify
potential areas for further research. Assets are divided into 5 categories: Supply, Distribution,
Consumption, Impact, and Advocacy.
The results of a questionnaire submitted by stakeholders in the food ecosystem are also visualized on
this map. The questionnaire is available here: www.tinyurl.com/southerndallasfood. Results are
reviewed and added to the map daily. To view the map, visit: https://bit.ly/2MY8jN9

This map was produced by bcWORKSHOP for the Communities Foundation of Texas and the State
Fair of Texas Foundation.
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